A CD4 domain important for HIV-mediated syncytium formation lies outside the virus binding site.
HIV infection of chimpanzees results in a chronic viremia unaccompanied by the ultimately fatal immunodeficiency that marks HIV infection in man. We show here that expression of HIV envelope proteins allows syncytium formation between cells expressing human but not chimpanzee or macaque CD4. We find that the CD4 sequences regulating cell fusion lie outside the recognized virus binding site; in the simplest exchange, chimpanzee CD4 bearing human residue 87 supports syncytium formation, while human CD4 bearing chimpanzee residue 87 does not. Neither the equilibrium nor the forward rate constants for HIV-CD4 association are affected by substitution at position 87. Infection of human cells expressing chimpanzee CD4 is insensitive to lysosomotropic agents, suggesting that viral penetration under these circumstances does not require endocytosis. The benign course of HIV infection in chimpanzees may reflect the failure of the host to support direct cell to cell transmission of the virus.